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Pillar 1. Clarify the Path
Practice A
Programs are organized and marketed in broad career-focused academic and communities or
"meta-majors". (Note: This practice was added to the SOAA in February 2019).
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Ohlone college has made consistent progress since Fall 2019, despite adjusting plans in response to a global pandemic.
In Fall 2019, the Guided Pathways taskforce made the decision to move forward with using the term "Interest Areas" to
refer to "meta-majors". In Spring 2020, at the first GP meeting, the taskforce made the decision to endorse the six
"o icial" categories for Ohlone Interest Areas that emerged from a Fall 2019 Guided Pathways retreat. A campus wide
retreat was planned for April 2020 to further explore and develop the Interest Areas identified from the Fall 2019 retreat.
The retreat had to move online due to shelter in place orders. The retreat was still considered a success, despite the
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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faculty members. As Spring 2020 came to a close, ADT degrees under each Interest Area were identified in order to
commence degree mapping in Fall 2020. Interest areas and ADT's identified for degree mapping were endorsed by
Faculty Senate in early Fall 2020. The counseling department and GP degree mapping sucecss teams piloted Interest
Areas in Fall 2020.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
In Spring 2021, the GP taskforce is planning on assessing the Interest Area pilot of Fall 2020. The GP taskforce is also
planning another campus wide retreat and addtional workshops to finalize Interest Area descriptions, core
competencies, and skills, as well as degree and career pathways. This information will inform the redesign of the
website and college marketing and informational materials for a full launch of Interest Areas for Fall 2021.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice B
Every program is well designed to guide and prepare students to enter employment and
further education in fields of importance to the college's service area.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Starting in Fall 2020, Ohlone College is engaging is large scale degree mapping e orts. Part of the degree mapping
process includes a cross-functional team facilitating the discussion in the degree mapping sessions, to help with
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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collaboration and integration across campus in Guided Pathways e orts. Degree mapping e orts are supported by
degree mapping "success teams", a cross functional team that informs the degree mapping process. These success
teams mirror Interest Area success teams that will support the students in each Interest Area. Success teams consist of
discipline faculty, Interest area counselor(s), data coaches, career advisers, and students. These success teams will
work together to align degrees to career pathways and core competencies starting in Spring 2021.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
For Spring 2021, the plan is to present "mock-ups" of Interest Area webpages based up on information from faculty
retreats from Fall 2019 and Spring 2020. Students and faculty will be invited to provide feedback and vote on
preferences, not only on design elements, but also on content and organization of the information, including degree
information, further education and employment opportunities, LMI data, and skills and competencies. This feedback
and vote will inform the design of the Interest Area and degree map webpages for Fall 2021 launch.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice C
Detailed information is provided on the college's website on the employment and further
education opportunities targeted by each program.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

Progress to Date
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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plan, including more intentional design and alignment with career, employment, and educational opportunities for
each Interest Area. The idea is also to have more collaboration with the Career Center. Additionally, the GP taskforce is
working closely with IT and the webteam to develop a workplan for updating the website with Interest Areas and
degree maps.
Degree maps, which will be posted on the website, have a section for career outlook, further educational opportunities,
and possible employment opportunities.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
The taskforce is continuing to explore so ware applications and internal processes for how to present current transfer
and employment opportunities and labor market information in one interface (see Bakersfield model as an example).
In Spring 2021, the GP taskforce will collaborate with IT in website development, especially as Interest Areas are further
explored and developed in retreats and workshops.
The goal is to launch the updated website for Fall 2021.

Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice D
Programs are clearly mapped out for students. Students know which courses they should take
and in what sequence. Courses critical for success in each program and other key progress
milestones are clearly identified. All this information is easily accessible on the college's
website.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
In Fall 2019, a degree mapping pilot was led by a GP taskforce member and included a mapping team of multidisciplinary faculty. Insights from that pilot informed the development of a degree mapping template and a
preliminary framework for degree mapping work.
In Spring 2020, the GP taskforce hoped to continue the work of the Fall 2019 pilot and start large scale degree mapping.
The plan was for the first degree mapping cohort to finalize the degree maps that were started and a second cohort
had been identified to begin the degree mapping process. However, those plans were derailed due to the pandemic.
The degree mapping framework and template were finalized by the end of Spring 2020 for degree mapping to get
started in Fall 2020.
For Fall 2020, the GP taskforce received more support with a taskforce member dedicated full time to coordinating
degree mapping. The plan for Fall 2020 was to map Ohlone's 27 ADT's. Some degree mapping got started while Faculty
Senate reviewed and discussed the degree mapping template. A er much discussion and some revisions, the degree
mapping template was approved by Faculty Senate in November 2020. By the end of Fall 2020, over a dozen of the
ADT's will be mapped.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2020

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
For Spring 2021, the plan is to complete the mapping of the ADT's and start mapping the local degrees (AA/AS) and
certificates. By Fall 2021, it is expected that 75 -80% of degrees and certificates will be mapped and aligned with Interest
Areas. Implementation of print and online information that ensures that students are provided with a comprehensive
educational plan that details coursework and degree outcomes, transfer and labor market information is expected to
be launched by Fall 2021.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Practice E
Required math courses are appropriately aligned with the student's field of study (Note: This
essential practice was moved from Area 2).
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Large scale degree mapping e orts at Ohlone College started in Fall 2020. There is ongoing discussion in the mapping
sessions regarding which transfer level course is most appropriate for each major. The involvement of math faculty in
these discussions have been invaluable. Each degree mapping cohort, in conversation with math faculty, are requiring
math courses accordingly.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
As degree mapping e orts continue, progress in this area should be consistent with degree mapping completion. The
degree mapping workgroup plans is for the majority of ADT's to be mapped by Fall 2020; the local degrees and
certificates are to be mapped in Spring 2021.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested
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Pillar 2. Get on the Path
Practice A

Every new student is helped to explore career/college options, choose a program of study,
and develop a full-time program plan as soon as possible.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
There are current conversations about the redesign of the Onboarding process that incorporates Guided Pathways
(GP). GP would be the foundation at each stage of the Onboarding process including: the application, CCC MyPath,
Online Orientation and Self-Guided Math and English Placement, and Counseling and Registration (CAR) Sessions.
Please refer to the Onboarding /GP document that details the current process in comparison to the desired process
incorporating GP.
There are also two large scale orientation events, Freshman Day and Welcome Day, that will being to incorporate GP in
the program and shape the information that students will receive. For example, there will be specific Freshman Days
for students in certain Interest Areas allowing for these students to meet and engage with their entire Success Team
and gain information that is specific to their Interest Area. The idea would be similar for Welcome Day.
Career Coach is a tool within CCC MyPath that will allow students to analyze their interests and suggest careers and
majors that would be connected to Ohlone Interest Areas. Students would have access to this tool early, during the
application process, in the Onboarding process and would serve as a supplemental tool to their educational direction.
These updates are currently being discussed and worked on. There is a goal of implementation by the start of the Fall
2021 Onboarding process.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Student Equity and Achievement (SEA) has a subgroup that is working on a First Year Experience (FYE) program. There
is a career exploration and personal development circular piece that is involved in the FYE and students will be
required to take Personal Development (PD) 113: Strategies for Succeeding in College. This course will highlight
career/college options and express the importance of engaging in this exploration.
Some of the FYE work coincides with Onboarding work (flagging potential students, outreach, orientation), so
Onboarding workgroup hopes to have some recommendations for more e ective onboarding strategies by end of Fall
2020 for Fall 2021 implementation of FYE. That workplan is ongoing and currently in development.

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice B
Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in the
"gateway" courses for the college's major program areas.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
In preparation for becoming compliant with AB-705, the math department made adjustments to all the math gateway
courses prior to the Fall 2019 semester. As a part of the redesign, the prerequisites were removed from MATH-159
(Statistics) and MATH-156 (Math for the Liberal Arts). This move enabled all students to register for these non-STEM
courses immediately upon enrolling at the college. The precalculus sequence, which had traditionally been a twocourse sequence of trigonometry and precalculus, was redesigned to create a more balanced sequence. The new
gateway course, MATH-186 (Precalculus 1) continues to have an Algebra 2 prerequisite, but any student who has taken
Algebra 2 in high school is able to enroll in MATH-186. The course is being o ered in a few di erent formats. Students
can take MATH-186 as a stand-alone course. Students who leave high school with a lower GPA or have concerns about
their ability to successfully complete MATH-186 can enroll in a co-requisite support course (MATH-186X). The support
course is taught at the same time and by the same instructor. Every member of the MATH-186 course is co-enrolled in
the support section.
***waiting for ENGL***

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Fall - 2019
NOVA
will be down for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Data from Spring 2020 was gathered to consider success and retention, but no changes were made in Fall 2020 in order
to allow for more data collection (and a more complete picture of how the course changes impacted students).
Additionally, no changes have been made due to the rapid move to remote learning. Although the math department
faculty are making pedagogical changes necessitated by the move to an online environment. Some of these changes
will remain as we return to in-person classes and should benefit students in the long run. Ohlone Math Department has
increased the number of sections with the co-requisite support course to provide remediation for students who may be
impacted by the recent disruptions in their face-to-face education.
Both Math and English departments are working on noncredit certificates. The Summer Bridge workgroup of the SEA
committee plans to run non credit courses as Summer Bridge starting in Summer 2021.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice C
Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in the
program-relevant "gateway" math courses by the end of their first year. (Note: This practice
was added to the SOAA in Februrary 2019).
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
The Summer Bridge program will begin in Summer 2021 although the courses making up the program will have all
been o ered during the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 semesters. Summer Bridge is being created to provide students who
may be underprepared for college with the tools and strategies needed to improve their likelihood for success in
transfer level courses. The goal of the program is not to remediate students, but to provide them with a framework for
success in three focus areas: math, English, and personal development. Each focus area will conduct a 9-hour
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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in these courses, and they will gain an understanding of how to use campus resources and course management tools.
The instructors will strive to create relationships with a cohort of students who o en struggle with success and
retention. Personal development counselor will provide guidance along with early major exploration and an initial
student education plan will be created.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Not Entered

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
During Spring 2021, each program will run a 9-hour noncredit course so the instructors have the opportunity to try
di erent instructional strategies and get student perspectives regarding the content they feel would be important.
Instructors for the Summer Bridge program will collaborate during the spring on the content to be introduced, the
timing of content presentations, and the best way to facilitate the Summer Bridge program with the potential necessity
of conducting the program virtually. As each program instructor sees the issues that arise during the delivery of the
spring courses, new plans will be devised to ensure the Summer Bridge program has the best possible organization
and delivery and that students begin their Ohlone career with the best opportunity for success. These e orts strive to
ensure students not only get clarity on the path and access and understanding of resources but ultimately persevere
and ensure that learning is happening.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice D
Special supports are provided to help academically underprepared students to succeed in the
"gateway" English courses by the end of their first year. (Note: This practice was added to the
SOAA in February 2019).
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress
Date
NOVA
will beto
down
for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
***NEEDS UPDATE***Embedded tutors are primarily placed in basic skills math and English classes and in ENGL 101AX
and statistics classes among others. All tutors, embedded and lab tutors, are required to complete two hours of
training every semester. These mandatory tutor trainings take place during Learning College week.
Tutors are also invited to (voluntarily) participate in the College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) tutor
certification, a worldwide certification program with 3000 US universities and colleges recognizing this program. This
rigorous certification involves weekly evaluations by supervisors and completion of 30 hours of tutoring
We also o er free online tutoring through NetTutor.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Tutor trainings are well attended by students/tutors in training. Instructors who use tutors are also invited to the LCW
training, but few attend. In order to foster cohesive and coherent tutoring environments, strategies, and practices, it is
helpful if more tutor supervisors attend the trainings (and also provide feedback about specific training needs for their
programs). Ideas and strategies to engage and encourage more participation for instructors who use tutors are being
considered. Ongoing assessment and evaluation of tutor trainings are ongoing.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice E
Intensive support is provided to help very poorly prepared students to succeed in collegelevel courses as soon as possible.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress
Date
NOVA
will beto
down
for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Embedded tutors are placed into basic skills classes and will be placed into beginning level transfer classes with a corequisite. Free online tutoring is provided to all students through NetTutor.
For Spring 2020, ESL non credit courses are being o ered. These non credit courses qualify for an ESL certificate of
competency (approved by CCCO in Spring 2018).

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
The college o ers supplemental instruction programs for ALL of all Math, English, and other courses. Completion of
non-credit courses to provide more targeted needs for students entering underprepared. Continue to use Starfish (or
other early alert platform) to increase contact between students and faculty, students and academic support
services,student utilization of campus support services and student success & retention rates. Use Starfish to
communicate with students and “flag” them to provide additional supports.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice F
The college works with high schools and other feeders to motivate and prepare students to
enter college-level coursework in a program of study when they enroll in college.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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“College and Career Pathways” agreement in accordance with AB 288 and AB 30. Additionally, Ohlone College and
Newark Unified School District are working collaboratively to update agreements in accordance with AB 288 and AB
30. The goal for completion is Spring 2021. Ohlone College and New Haven Unified School District will ultimately
identify three career pathways to o er as Dual Enrollment courses starting in Fall 2021.
Ohlone College and the local Unified School Districts are working to streamline the Dual Enrollment application,
registration, and onboarding processes for students by o ering information sessions, student and parent orientations,
and Dual Enrollment instructors’ orientation. The Dean of Special Projects and Fremont Unified School District’s
Director of Secondary Education have been meeting regularly to maintain transparency and communication between
Ohlone and FUSD. The objective is to identify career pathways at the high school level that can align with Ohlone’s
career pathways to support the underrepresented students to complete their degrees and/or certificates.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
The College Connection MOU agreement has been signed by the College and Fremont Unified School District. Ohlone
and Newark Unified School District are in the process of updating the College Connection MOU agreement. This is
expected to be completed in Spring 2021. A new College Connection program with the New Haven Unified School
District is in the approval process and is set to begin in Fall 2021.
Term and Year
Spring - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Pillar 3. Stay on the Path
Practice A
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
For students who visit counseling, counselors create comprehensive SEPs and continue to follow up with the students
each semester. As mentioned in pillar 2A, in Spring 2019, 99% of students had a counseling contact out side of
orientation. These incredible results reflect the hard work and diligent outreach e orts.
Since Fall 2019, preparation for implementing case management tool (Student Planning) and CRM platform (Ellucian)
is ongoing.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Roll out the new CRM platform. Explore the possibility of partnering with local universities for graduate students to act
as advisors as part of an internship program. For example, the Business department is currently testing (in the ITB pilot
program) having Ohlone graduates who have since graduated from a four year and are currently in the workforce,
returning to Ohlone for guest speakerships.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice B
Students can easily see how far they have come and what they need to do to complete their
program.
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Not systematic

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
This work has been delayed since we have had vacancies on the deans level and administrator level in Counseling and
Student Services. Now that those positions are filled we are moving forward with implementing case management
so ware.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
There is discussion about starting piloting the case management so ware with a small group of students (UMOJA) for
Spring 2020. Otherwise, a pilot will take in summer 2020 to a small group of students . Full implementation of case
management and CRM platform by Fall 2020.
Term and Year
Summer - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice C
Advisors and students are alerted when students are at risk of falling o their program plans
and have policies and supports in place to intervene in ways that help students get back on
track.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Planning to scale

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress
Date
NOVA
will beto
down
for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
The college has adopted Starfish and continues to refine its use within the Ohlone community.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Continue to evaluate Starfish's e ectiveness and e iciency on campus and continue to encourage more utilization of
Starfish across campus. Continue training opportunities for faculty on how to maximize use of Starfish's di erent
features.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice D
Assistance is provided to students who are unlikely to be accepted into limited-access
programs, such as nursing or culinary arts, to redirect them to another more viable path to
credentials and a career.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
At scale

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Nursing: For students that are qualified candidates who may have received a “low” ranking on the waitlist: Nursing
administration/faculty informs all such applicants that Ohlone have other professional programs that have smaller
pools of qualified candidates and their chances of getting into those programs are better (e.g., PTA or RT).For Students
that do not meet the criteria necessary to be considered a qualified applicant (e.g. for NUR, low cumulative GPA, low
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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science
past failure
of a science
course, etc.):
Nursing
administration/faculty
makeNovember
sure
NOVA
willGPA,
be down
for scheduled
maintenance
starting
November
27th at 7:00 PMworks
(PST)with
andcounseling
will be backtoonline
that such students have a realistic sense of their options.
Counseling
is
such
cases
may
include
looking
at
alternative
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
career options or establishing some type of educational plan that helps “clean up” or “re-establish” an academic
record that makes the student a better future applicant.ALL students interested in applying to nursing are told during
the application orientation sessions that the process is quite competitive and they should always consider applying to
multiple programs.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2018

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
To continue assessing the e ectiveness of these programs.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice E
The college schedules courses to ensure students can take the courses they need when they
need them, can plan their lives around school from one term to the next, and can complete
their programs in as short a time as possible.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
In Spring 2019, a block schedule taskforce explored the idea of adopting a block schedule and including a "college
hour". In Fall 2019, based on the recommendation of the scheduling taskforce and endorsement from the Faculty
Senate, the campus "tested" a block schedule. A block schedule will be adopted college wide starting Fall 2020.

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Somewill
CTEbeprograms
semester
by semester
schedules
and27th
course
sequences
allowing
students
to online
complete
NOVA
down fordesigned
scheduled
maintenance
starting
November
at 7:00
PM (PST)
and will
be back
November
degrees following a specified learning path and semester
sequence.
There
are
many
opportunities
for
improvement
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
especially as departments take on degree mapping.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Block scheduling will be implemented across campus Fall 2020.
A college hour was not recommended by the scheduling task force, however, discussions are still ongoing and the issue
will be revisited.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Pillar 4. Ensuring Learning
Practice A
Program learning outcomes are aligned with the requirements for success in the further
education and employment outcomes targeted by each program.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress
to down
Date Implementing
Practice
NOVA
will be
for scheduled maintenance
starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
This year, as part of degree mapping e orts across29th
all programs
at(PST).
Ohlone, faculty have been working with counselors
at 9:00 AM
to provide employment opportunity information, along with information on various higher level degrees, associated
with their programs. The recently approved Degree Mapping Template, approved by Faculty Senate in Fall 2020,
includes areas to include Labor Market Data, as well as examples of potential avenues for relevant careers. In addition,
similar information is now included in Curriculum Guides as part of program descriptions, when programs are revised
or created. For example, certificate and degree programs in Administration of Justice, African American Studies,
Bioengineering, Biology, Broadcasting, Business Administration, Computer Science, Engineering, Environmental
Studies, Entertainment Design and Technology, and Social Justice Studies all include lists of potential jobs or higherlevel degree applications relevant to their degrees in their program descriptions, which are already available to
students in the catalog, and which can also be included in degree mapping templates.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2020

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Throughout Fall 2020-Spring 2021, programs will be working with Guided Pathways teams to complete their degree
maps, with a target completion date of the end of Spring 2021.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice B
Instruction across programs (especially in program introductory courses) engages students in
active and applied learning, encouraging them to think critically, solve meaningful problems,
and work and communicate e ectively with others. (Note: This practice was added to SOAA in
February 2019).
Scale of Adoption at Our College
At scale

https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Progress
Date
NOVA
will beto
down
for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Critical thinking courses are found in Area IVB and Area VII on our local GE Plan.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2017

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Clarification of critical thinking courses and their sequencing will be reflected degree mapping and program mapping
e orts.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice C
Students have ample opportunity to apply and deepen knowledge and skills through projects,
interships, co-ops, clinical placements, group projects outside of class, service learning, study
abroad, and other experiential learning activities that program faculty intentionally embed
into coursework.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Departments across the college opportunities for students to engage in experiential learning through internships,
clinical placements, and group projects. Many Career Education programs include requirements for clinical hours or
internship courses. Students can also gain experience through enrolling in a Work Experience (WEX) course, which
several degrees and certificates include as a required course. During the Fall 2020 semester, we conducted a review of
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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how many
WEX
as a requirement
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AA degrees
require
or be
suggest
a workNovember
NOVA
will beprograms
down for include
scheduled
maintenance
starting
November
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at14
7:00
PM (PST)
and will
back online
experience course. In addition to WEX, many programs,
such
as
our
Interpreter
Preparation
Program
and
our
Smart
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Manufacturing Technology program, have their own required internship courses. All Allied Health programs also
include required clinical placements. In addition to courses embedded into programs, students have many other
opportunities to engage with experiential learning. Students in many CE departments, such as Engineering Technology,
Business, and Multimedia engage in group projects and competitions that mimic real work experience. Ohlone also
hosts events that bring professionals to campus for real-world networking experiences, such as information sessions,
mentoring dinners, and job fairs in a variety of subject areas.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2018

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
To further support a holistic approach to student success, the Career Center has already assigned career advisers to
each interest area. Collaboration between discipline faculty and career advisers is ongoing and attempts to
complement and/or align endeavors are ongoing.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice D
Faculty/programs assess whether students are mastering learning outcomes and building
skills across each program, in both arts and sciences and career/technical programs.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
Scaling in progress

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
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Student
documented
through
the SLO 27th
assessment
andand
publicly
through
NOVA
willLearning
be down is
formonitored
scheduledand
maintenance
starting
November
at 7:00process
PM (PST)
will beaccessible
back online
November
the SLO cloud application. As stated in 4A, the SLO29th
committee
dissolved
in
Spring
2019.
However,
the
committee
at 9:00 AM (PST).
established a system for assessing how well students are building skills across programs which is part of the Program
Review process and the assessment of Program SLOs. The SLO chair is actively involved in the Program & Services
review taskforce. The taskforce has continued its commitment to foster continuous dialogue of assessment activities.
The SLO chair continues facilitating training workshops about SLO assessment principles and guidelines, and how to
upload assessments into the SLO cloud application. Learning College Week also provides opportunity for SLO
assessment training and workshops.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Spring - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Continued discussion and development of Program and Services review process as well as integration of SLO
assessment into program review process.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice E
Results of learning outcomes assessments are used to improve teaching and learning through
program review, professional development, and other intentional campus e orts.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
At scale

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
As of Fall 2020, the Program Review and PIO process continues, with all programs completing PIO reports of Program
Improvement Objectives by the end of Fall 2020, to align with the college’s annual budget and planning cycle. In
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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addition,
twenty
Instructional
programs
(approximately
one-third 27th
of all at
Instructional
programs)
to November
NOVA
will be
down
for scheduled
maintenance
starting November
7:00 PM (PST)
and willare
bescheduled
back online
complete their Program Reviews by the end of Fall29th
2020.at
As9:00
partAM
of the
PIO
and
program
review
process,
programs
(PST).
assess their program needs and accomplishments and assess the success of students in achieving Program Outcomes
(PSLOs). The Program Review tool and process are undergoing review this year by a task force made up of
administrators, faculty, and sta , with the goal of aligning the process with Equity and Guided Pathways e orts.
In addition, faculty share their program achievements via ongoing professional development workshops. This year, for
example, faculty in Communication and English have shared their sabbatical projects via online Zoom presentations,
and faculty across multiple departments have shared their instructional designs for asynchronous teaching in Canvas,
as well as their strategies for synchronous teaching in Zoom at ongoing Flex workshops provided by Ohlone’s eCampus
department during Summer 2020 and Fall 2020 Flex Week, as well as throughout the Fall 2020 semester.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2018

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Continuation of professional development workshops, SLO training and workshops, and faculty collaboration.
Term and Year
Fall - 2020
Term - Detail (optional)
With the shi to online learning due to the COVID-19 pandemic, faculty, particularly those normally teaching in a faceto-face environment, have been forced to evaluate their SLOs, assignments and assessments as they move their course
materials online. This has had the unexpected result of improving the connection between these elements. Workshops
in authentic assessment, backwards course design, equity and humanizing online teaching continue to promote a
strong connection between creating strong and e ective connections between learning outcomes and the pathway
toward meeting those outcomes (activities and assignments). In addition to the normal Learning College Week
professional development o erings, the eCampus continues to develop and implement training programs to improve
teaching and learning throughout the semester.

Support
No support requested

Practice F
The college helps students document their learning for employers and universities through
portfolios and other means beyond transcripts.
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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Scalewill
of Adoption
at Our
College
NOVA
be down for
scheduled
maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).
Not systematic

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
Some programs have required major courses for creating portfolios courses (such as Multimedia and Graphic Arts)
but the documentation of acquired skills in form of portfolios is not systematically done across all programs. However,
the Ohlone College Tri-Cities Career Center o ers career development workshops that cover resume writing, job search,
interviewing, and more. Students learn how to convey skills and experience via a resume, social media profile
(LinkedIn) and during a career fair or interview with an employer. These workshops have been submitted for approval
to be considered for non-credit courses.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2018

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
As degree mapping unfolds, program mapping develops, and program review process becomes more e ective, the
college will explore ways to incorporate portfolios or documentation for employers into course curriculum (in
appropriate departments). In collaboration with the Career center, programs will continue to explore ways to increase
industry partnerships.
Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
No support requested

Practice G
The college assesses e ectiveness of educational practice (e.g. using CCSSE or SENSE, etc.)
and uses the results to create targeted professional development.
Scale of Adoption at Our College
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Scaling
progress
NOVA
willinbe
down for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).

Progress to Date
Progress to Date Implementing Practice
In Fall 2019, the Institutional E ectiveness committee was formed, also a cross-functional team, whose purpose is to
explore the implementation and practice of policies and processes.
Ohlone College formed the Integrated Professional Development Committee (IPDC)in Fall 2019. The IPDC framework,
including the mission and value of this program, has been dra ed. According to Ed Code, 87150-87154 and AB 2558,
although professional development has historically been known as a committee, it is identified as a program. The
college’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan has dictated that Professional Development will be included in the Program Review
process and is scheduled for review in 2022. Also, the Chancellor’s O ice is encouraging all California Community
Colleges to adopt the Cornerstone database platform by Spring 2021. This will align the college with the Chancellor’s
Vision Resource Center (VRC) and support the college’s focus on Guided Pathways and equity. The rest of the
framework for this program is a work in progress.
As the college seeks to address issues of inequity, meet the needs of our DI populations, and implement Guided
Pathways, leaders from various faculty-led committees (specifically, Guided Pathways, Student equity, and Professional
development) continue to discuss and explore professional development needs and opportunities, that specifically
addresses the issues a ecting our community; exploration of opportunities is for the benefit of the whole college, but
also specific opportunities for faculty especially on the topic of equity. This group has successfully led Fixed Flex events
for faculty highlighting Teaching from and Equity Lens, and centering student voices to share about classroom
practices and approaches that were e ective. This cross collaboration is continuing for Spring 2021.

Timeline for Progress to Date
Term and Year
Fall - 2019

Next Steps
Timeline for Next Steps
Next Steps Toward Implementing Practice at Scale
Continual collaboration and strategizing with Guided Pathways, SEA, and professional development committee will be
ongoing, with Spring 2021 programming in the works, centering on the theme of "culture of care". The Guided
Pathways taskforce is also in discussion with classifed sta and HR about how to provide more opportunities for
Guided Pathways focused professional development.

Term and Year
Spring - 2021
Term - Detail (optional)
Not Entered

Support
https://nova.cccco.edu/gp/proposals/gp-v2/10835/preview?forPrint=true
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No support
NOVA
will berequested
down for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).

Student Engagement & Support
Student Engagement: Implementation
In what ways are you continually engaging students in the planning and implementation of Guided Pathways on your
campus? (Minimum of one required)
• Student survey(s)
• Students serve on campus GP advisory committee(s)
• Student focus groups
Engagement E orts - Details
Student involvement has been key in Ohlone GP e orts. We currently have students who serve and attend Guided Pathways
meetings. These students are also proactive in exploring strategies to maintain consistent student involvement (e.g. a student
club, project in a class, etc...). In GP work exploring Interest Areas, students were invited to student town hall events to provide
feedback and perspective about naming of interest areas, and organization of departments and programs; student leadership
groups (Associated Students Ohlone College - ASOC, and Inter-Club Council - ICC) were informed and given opportunity to
endorse interest area development; during degree mapping e orts, students attended and participated in discussions
regarding student onboarding experience and academic journey as well as perspective about course sequencing and course
recommendations. Student involvement in these areas have been invaluable.

Course Alignment
The college is in the process of degree mapping. For Fall 2019, the degree mapping pilot consisted of 5 faculty, plus one student
services sta member, a couple of students, with a counselor leading the work. Having the involvement of counseling and
student services, plus the student voices was integral to the mapping process and eye opening for everyone involved, especially
faculty. The pilot cohort developed a rough framework and template that they hope to test further in Spring 2020. The college
anticipates that each department and program may have to address their own unique challenges, (such as transfer paths vs
degree path) so the degree mapping pilot cohort recommends a faculty-counselor-career adviser lead - team for each degree
mapping cohort moving forward. As course sequencing is developed, the college plans on revisiting course scheduling to
make sure scheduling of courses supports course o erings for degree and transfer paths.
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NOVA will be down for scheduled maintenance starting November 27th at 7:00 PM (PST) and will be back online November
29th at 9:00 AM (PST).

Success Story

Success Story (optional)
Title
Not Entered
Follow-up Contact Persons(s)
No contacts assigned

Challenge
Not Entered
Success Story
Not Entered
Outcomes
Not Entered
Vision for Success Goals
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